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The continuous exchange of knowledge and resources allows 
concepts such as seed sovereignty, food sovereignty, indigenous 

knowledge systems, and eco-socialist alternatives to contribute to 
contemporary discourse. These nodes serve as important theoret-
ical concepts that extends a praxis of collaborative engagement. 

Literature and writing as a mechanism for contemporary dis-
semination is a focal point of this publication, which employs the 

writing medium of short stories to engage with theory through 
artistic practice. The short stories provide a platform for conver-

sation to take place and expand beyond two individuals.

Each story focusses on a traditional/indigenous plant being that 
embodies the potential of a particular theoretical node, repre-
senting the connection between theory and practice. The agen-
cy of a plant is acknowledged through story writing and visual 

exploration, which seeks to disrupt anthropocentric perspectives 
of the natural world. 

The engagement with these plant beings through stories draws 
parallels between this publication and a physical practice. This 
embodiment involves a composting practice and the creation 

of a community garden. A discourse of collective engagement is 
imperative for interactive intervention, which can be achieved 

through the continued care of a space. 

This publication acts as a Nexus between theoretical research and 
physical embodiment, showing how these practices inform and 

contribute to one another within a collective praxis.

Brishan Jordan & Emma Schumann



Nexus I 

____

Amantulwane, Mavelo, MMilo, Mothwanye, 
Mpfilwa, Muzwilu, Vangueria Infausta, 
Vildemispel, Umtulwa, Umvile, Umviyo, 

Wild Medlar

____



A striking ray of gold lights up the land-

scape. Patches of mottled green are scattered 

across the ochre canvas, as if giants had 

dropped pieces of candy-floss as they walked. 

Everything is silent … except for the warm 

summer breeze carrying dust of this - almost 

- barren land. I find myself here following up 

on a story I heard from my local community. 

This story is of oral dissemination, a form of 

knowledge that predates the written method I 

am using now.



Hundreds of years ago this land was teeming 

with natural traffic. The ochre I see now re-

placed a land of vibrancy, a land where … ev-

erything was living well. The land covered in 

diverse plant life held hundreds of years of 

collective memories. A form of remembrance 

held by the land, plants, people, and rivers. 

This relationship was made possible by the 

harmonious equilibrium the people had with the 

land, and in particular a tree.



This tree stood tall above the canopy of vege-

tation and possessed a golden fruit which one 

could taste through its smell. Its roots grew 

deep into the ground, breaking through the 

soil like a river effortlessly carving through 

the terrain. Its trunk grew strong and thick, 

allowing the tree to withstand howling winds. 

Its branches spread out across the sky, creat-

ing a thick umbrella of shade to protect peo-

ple from the harsh summer sun.



However, this tree was so much more than ‘just 

a tree’ for the people, it was a source of 

life, it was ubuntu. The tree helped the peo-

ple find   water underground, it provided them 

with food and shelter, and it gave them hope. 

This was not a one way street, but an inter-

connected relationship between the people and 

the tree, as both sought to look after one an-

other.



The tree and the people created a ‘commoning’, 

an act of reciprocity that served the gener-

ations to come. And this action of together-

ness was needed in the face of the approaching 

drought, a period in time that sought to de-

stroy people’s connection to the earth. This 

reciprocity, the  relationship between the 

people and the tree, created an activist ethos 

throughout the land. A banding together of the 

land, plants, people, and rivers to challenge 

the oppression set upon them by the drought.



The land shifted, cracked, and grew to form 

mountains that would protect all from the 

harsh winds of the north. The rivers meandered 

through the sharp mountains and down into the 

flat land where the plants and people lay with 

crusted lips. The plants continued to grow, 

but slowly and the people continued to care 

for the plants during this hard time.



The people asked how such engines of violence 

could possibly come to be. Was this the harsh 

reality of what the world was becoming? Or was 

it a form of fate that could not change …? 

Whatever the answer may be, the peoples imagi-

nation spread like a spider spinning a web of 

knowledge. 



Slowly, plant after plant began to disappear 

from the known world. The rivers became scars 

in the land, as if a giant had dragged a dead 

tree towards the burning sun.



Now … I stand here gazing at this world with 

mottled green scattered across the landscape 

and the hazy mountains separating the ochre 

land from the blue sky. I imagine what this 

scene may have looked like with the corpus of 

vibrancy created by the plants and the people. 



Now, in this - almost - barren landscape only 

the tree remains … and I wonder … what ever 

happened to the people?



Nexus VIII

____

Bosappel, Cork Tree, Grysappel,
Hissing Tree, Parinari Curatellifolia,

Mabola, Mbulwa, Mmola, Mobola Plum,
Sand Apple, Umkhuna, Umvhula

____



Since the beginning of human time on earth, the

intimate relationship of the land and its people has been 

practiced. In order to survive and flourish there must be 

a reciprocal exchange of human and plant, of water and 

earth, of seed and harvest.



Our ties with Mother Earth are fraying, hanging on by a 

thread. We have forgotten our connection to the land, 

our memories have blurred, and we cannot see through 

the spray. 



Invasive species have taken control, polluted the soil and 

disrupted the production of food. They do not care for 

Mother Earth; they take more than they need, leaving 

her dry and empty. They poison her, stealing resources 

and giving nothing in return. 

This has been on the horizon for some time. A great cloud 

of dust rolled in, blocked the sun, and smothered the land. 

I watched as my brothers and sisters were taken away, 

fallen victim to the control of the West. They are hidden 

and propagated, only brought into the light when they are 

being sold.



The elders tried to warn us, they saw the signs. They 

tried to hold onto us. They dug their feet into the ground 

and held on until they buckled from the weight and fell 

down. The power from above was just too strong. 

The elders are wise though and their knowledge vast. They 

can help us anticipate the changes of the earth and pre-

pare us for a transition that will benefit the land and the  

people.



They know the earth. From young they have grown 

alongside her, rejoiced with her, and cried for her. 

Knowledge is rooted deep within them and urges to em-

brace the knowledges that will guide the journey of an 

unknown trajectory. 

The elders understand the earth like their own skin. They 

know when she is thirsty, and they will have to provide 

extra water, the know when she is fertile and ready to re-

ceive seeds and they know when it’s time to harvest from 

her resplendent supply.



The people and the plants mutual care for one another is 

a bond stronger and more resilient than time. An interre-

lationship grounded and sustained through nurture. The 

collective memory of both lifeforms continues the mutu-

al exchange that treasures collective knowledge, memo-

ries and reciprocal co – exitance with Mother Earth. 

Mother Earth will provide for her children and her children 

will look after her so that she may continue to generate 

new life and continue the values of the past into the 

present. 



Our responsibility to protect Mother Earth’s fruiting gifts 

ensures the growth of future generations. Gifts of plant 

and fruit sustain the people, giving them the strength to 

protect and care for the land that they live upon. 

We need to preserve these gifts or Mother Earth will not 

be able to provide for us, her children. We must watch 

over her waters, her beds of soil and her tiny seeds, or 

there will be nothing for her to provide for future chil-

dren and all will be lost. 



I have the potential to be part of a sustainable system that 

delivers security and promises prosperity to the people 

and the land. I am the solution to the problems of Western 

control; I have escaped their notice and their corporate 

clutches. 

I have sustained an exchange with Mother Earth and the 

people. I have the knowledge stored safely within me, and 

I am ready to share the practices of the elders to create a 

system that will uplift and provide nourishment.



I can make this leap over the fences of corporate control. 

I carry the seed to rekindle the practices that have been 

buried and give them new shoots, to spread, and exist 

beyond the control from above.



Together this mindset can be overcome to find the way 

back to the portal of knowledge, to coexist with Mother 

Earth and provide for her as she provides for us. 






